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0. INTRODUCTION0. INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the world of “Battle for Vilegis”!
 
You are reading the Game Handbook, in which you will find the rules for the game and 
its deployment. Fair play and security are the fundamentals of this hobby, and the rules 
themselves are there to make certain actions doable in a simple and direct way: if everybody 
follows them, everybody will have a pleasant and safe experience.
 
The following chapters will explain how to build your character, the safety rules and the 
combat guidelines. But not only that: you will find all there is to know about spells, potions, 
enchanted gear…and many many more, for playing and living the world of Vilegis to its 
fullest.
Just remember this is a game, and its goal is for everybody to be entertained, and to 
entertain the players around. This way, we will create a great, big story written by all of us.
 
Good luck, have fun, and see you in Vilegis!
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1. THE GAME1. THE GAME
In this chapter you will find useful info regarding the “Battle for Vilegis” LARP, for both the 
characters that live inside it, and the players portraying them.

1.1 Vocabulary

• IG: In Game, everything that happens inside the LARP event and is exclusively part of the 
game.

• OG: Out Game, everything that involves places or situations external to the game.
• PG: Playing Character (from the Italian “Personaggio Giocante”, portrayed by a player
• PNG: Non-Playing Character (From the Italian “Personaggio non Giocante), a character driven 

by the Staff
• Staff: The game organizers: usually in OG clothes, may be there as PNG
• Time In: The beginning of the game in all the Event Area, any player inside of it is considered 

In Game.
• Time Out: The end of the game, everyone is Out Game.
• Command (Chiamata): A precise OG word, (in English) that is used to underline a particular 

effect, such as a spell or an effect of a potion. They are used by the PNG and the Staff as well, 
in order to create and handle game situations or referee calls.

• Glyph (Glifo): a special tag attached to any item that has an In Game value, such as enchanted 
weapons, potions, alchemical reagents…and much more.

• Sigil (Sigillo): a personal tag belonging to the spellcaster PG or anybody with particular powers. 
Allows the casting of spells or the activation of powers.

1.2   Staff

B4V’s Staff takes care, all around, of the event and its handling. It is always there in the Event 
Area, and can be easily discerned by the OG clothes worn:
• Head Quarter: (black T-Shirt): available for any problem, doubt or help request regarding Out 

Game matters
• Logistics: (green T-Shirt): they take care of the practical handling of the event: ask them for 

anything regarding tents, parking, Out Game areas, and the like.
• Game Masters: (bue T-Shirt): they handle the In Game part of the event: here to clarify any 

doubt or question about In Game matters. They also work as referees.
• Referees: (red T-Shirt): they are supervisors of the rules: they sanction in case of violation, and 

they are there for clarifications about the game’s rules.
• Assistants: (Purple T-Shirt): They act as a support for all the other categories: they will guide 

you to the correct Staff member for your inquiry, and you can ask them simple questions as 
well.

1.3. PNG

A Non-Player Character is an help, in the context of a story in which the main character are 
the Player Character: inside the Citadel there will be PNG oriented to different tasks and game 
mechanics (alchemists, fighters, healers, sorcerers, blacksmiths and many more), while inside the 
Fortifications you will find Guardians and Heralds, in charge of the different Houses. All the PNG 
are there to help you during the game, as well as act as overseers in certain situations when a 
common direction (to favor everyone’s play) has to be found. 
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  1.4. PNG and Staff: Differences 

A PNG is a character inside the game, and in service of it: a PNG has specific directions, in order     
to promote everyone’s enjoyment. PNG’s actions are for the most part decided and coordinated 
by the Staff. A PNG does not take care of the event’s registration, does not build the structures, 
write plots and arrange the battles of the event, create new Houses, or write rules. Those and 
many more are the Staff’s duties. A PNG oversees and coordinates the thematic area he is 
assigned to, using the resources given to him by the Staff.  

This concept is very important: it will be normal for players to interact with PNGs, but if you have 
suggestions, feedback, inquiries or doubts of any kind, you will have to speak to the Staff, in order 
to talk to the direct organizers of the event. 

1.5 In And Out of the Game 

IG and OG are used to define what regards the game itself (for example, roleplay and fighting 
are In Game), or the outside of it (being on your phone is obviously OG, and should be done only 
in OG areas). During our events a PG is always IG: the game does not stop during the night, and 
the Game Area is IG 24 hours per day. There are OG zones for resting before going back to play, 
like the area for the tents in the open-field events. So, usually, from the beginning to the end of 
the event a player will always be In Game in the Game Area. The way to the lunch/dinner area, or 
even going to the bathrooms (if in the Game Area), are actions to be performed IG. Neverhteless, 
there are moments in which a player has to indicate he is Out Game: 

-  If the PG dies In Game (See Healing) 
-  If The PG is targeted by the BANISH Command (See Commands) 
-  If the PG is in a Coma state, and has to move for safety reasons 
-  If the player has a health emergency: security always comes first. 

The way for signaling to be OC is to cross your arms in front of your chest, with your hands tight 
into fists. At night or in scarce visibility conditions, the crossed arms will have to be raised above 
the head. If one hand is holding something (like a shield), just raise one arm, and clarify you are 
OG to whoever interacts with you. It is strictly forbidden to use this signaling in a useless way: if 
you will go OG to escape enemies, you will be sanctioned. 

1.6 Other Handbooks 

Other than this handbook, that focused more on the game itself, there are two other documents 
that have to be read (available on our website www.battleforvilegis.com) 

-  Event Guide: Every Event has its specific Guide, written and updated for every event. Inside it 
you will find information about the handling of the game, hours of Time In and Time Out, logistic 
indications about pitching the tents (IG and OG), additional In Game Rules for the specific format, 
and other directives for live the event at its fullest. This handbook is issued near the time of the 
event it refers to. 

-  Registration form: It’s the document that every player has to subscribe to, in order to 
participate in the B4V events. It underlines a careful play and states the risks of our hobby; by 
signing this document, you state that you know all the rules in this paragraph, and the additional 
ones eventually published on the website. 

http://www.battleforvilegis.com


Reading of those three documents (Game’s Handbook, Event Guide and Registration Form) is 
mandatory for participating in a B4V Event. 

1.7 Introduction to the Game 

Battle For Vilegis’ players pledge allegiance to one of the fighting Houses. Their purpose is to 
fortify their own Spectrum through battles, missions, and other methods that renew at each 
Summoning. The power to be High Guardian (thus, allowing the winning House to better 
influence with its concepts all the worlds and plane of existence from which the players come) 
will be on the line at each event. The devotion to the chosen House is absolute: no Guardian 
summons his heroes by force or with treachery, if you come to Vilegis you do it by your own 
will. The Guardians will reward whoever puts the House and its ideals as the first and foremost 
objective in the adventure on Vilegis…and, on the other hand, will cast away whoever will be 
found lacking those ideals. 

1.8 In Game laws and Out Game rules: Differences 

It is very important to clarify the difference between the two. 

In Game: Vilegis is an ancient land. Houses battle for it, and they have formed an century-old 
alliance, creating the High Council. The role of the High Council is to enforce the laws created 
and decided by the Houses and their Guardians. This does not mean those laws cannot be 
broken! If you go against a dictation by the High Council, or other official deals (like attack 
another House during a truce), you are not breaking any Out Game rules: you will only face the 
In Game consequences, which will lead you to more roleplay. You will have total free agency, but 
remember: In Game actions have In Game consequences, and even the actions of a single player 
may burden all of his faction. 

Out Game: B4V events are attended by thousands of different players. For that reason, there 
are rules in the game oriented to the safety of the players or the flow of the game (focused on 
everyone’s enjoyment) in a context that big. Then, certain actions may be forbidden: for example, 
asking your Guardian permission to attack at night with the whole army is not allowed, not 
for rules stated by the High Council, but for safety reasons. Those kinds of rules are in all the 
handbooks and should be known before the Time In. If they should become the object of In Game 
discussions, all the NPCs will specify speaking Out Game to remark the difference. Breaking an 
Out Game rule will result in a punishing sanction. 

So, to summarize: if something is related to the game, you can act freely knowing that breaking 
the laws of a foreign land may bring troubles related only to the game (not the rules). On 
the contrary, breaking safety or behavioral OG rules (stated in the Rulebook), means getting 
sanctioned. 

1.9 Game Context, Costume and Behavior 

Battle For VIlegis is a LARP with a medieval fantasy theme, with some degree of interpretation 
and characterization. Hence: 
-  The staff reserves the right to ban certain costume elements, or particular bizarre or context-
incoherent characters; characters wearing costumes or gear too out of the line or that badly 
fit the setting. Contact the Staff before an event if you wish to participate with a ‘different’ 
character, or you will risk not using the gear you brought to the event. 
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   -  It is forbidden to make offensive references to religions and races; it is strictly forbidden using 
material, logos and slogans referring to political movements or parties, actual or past. 
-  The Staff will always discourage unwanted physical contact, ambiguous game situations, 
exaggeration in handling delicate themes, modern insults or slang insults (easily to misunderstand 
in a harsh situation). Situations of play that can make other players uncomfortable will always be 
called, sanctioned,  or even cause the removal of the player. 

1.10 Referee notes. 

Every player must adopt fair play and a sporting behavior: ours is an awesome hobby, with the 
ultimate goal of uniting people that share the passion for LARP. Violation of the rules, as stated, 
results in sanction: our objective is to preserve the game, make it comfortable for everyone and 
enforce the safety rules (especially in combat). 

Referee notes: They can be of grade I, II or III, depending on the gravity of the action. Some 
examples of the actions that have to be avoided and that can get you a referee note: 

-  Dangerous behavior for itself and others 
-  Non-sporting behavior 
-  Hit an opponent too hard, with the intentional intent of doing harm 
-  Soil the game area 
-   Not knowing the ruleset, or tempting to weaponize the rules to your own advantage 
-  Damaging the structures of other material belonging to the organization 
-  Getting drunk (causing damage or not) 

At any moment during the event, and for every reason, the Staff’s judgement is unquestionable. 
Arguing on a received note will aggravate it. Breaking the rules repeatedly will harden the 
sanction. After a while, a sanction gets removed if the player does not get other referee notes. 
Remember that fair play, common sense and an eye on security will always guarantee to avoid a 
sanction. Moreover, not all falls are immediately punished by a referee sanction: simple mistakes 
that will not impact the game will be addressed with a verbal warning. 

New players that will incur in simple violation will generally be addressed with a verbal warning 
(depending on the gravity of the situation). This is because our goal is to promote the fairness of 
the game, making it clear in particular to players approaching the game for the first time (and that 
still has to learn it) 

Sanctions consequences: A player may be forced to leave the event, or excluded temporarily or 
definitively from future events if: 

-  The sum of the total sanctions goes over the IV grade total 
-  An act of extreme gravity is performed, regardless of the sanctions accumulated 
-  The player persists in uncomfortable, game-disturbing and/or non-sporting behavior 

Please note that receiving some kinds of referee notes may bring specific punishments depending 
on the motive of the sanction, like being forbidden to pick In Game tents due to sanctions about 
cleanliness of the Game Area, or the exclusion from close-numbered events following dangerous 
or incorrect behavior. Moreover, a referee note of II level or more will also result in losing the 
Seniority Point earned during the event.
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2.      SECURITY 2.      SECURITY 
This is a violent hobby! Any kind of physical contact (punches, kicks, pushes) is strictly forbidden, 
but being in a combat situation with replicas of medieval weapons, anything can happen: you give 
and take hits with any kind of replica weapons (dagger, swords, clubs), and you may be target of a 
plethora of ranged weapons, from arrows to even cannonballs! 

Being a simulation of mass medieval battles, whoever plays knows exactly what to expect: getting 
surprised at a received hit that may have been too strong, or in the wrong places, is completely 
OK. Complaining about it for three hours straight is not. 
In fact, despite the rules clearly forbid striking in the face or in the genitals, such a situation may 
happen incidentally. 

The Staff will always, and at the best of its possibilities, intervene in order to limit and punish 
those kinds of actions, but this does not prevent the potential danger everyone participating in 
the hobby is exposed to. 

Even saying “No problem, I will avoid fighting” does not put you 100% safe, given that, for 
instance, you may be targeted in a night assault. 

As already stated, anything can happen. Even with serious physical consequences on the person. 

Moreover, the event plays both during day and night (in possible poor illumination conditions), 
in a countryside location with rough terrain that may cause harm to people and equipment. 

If you are underage, be sure that your parents read this paragraph before coming to the event: 
since the form you sign forces you to, we will assume that your parents know what you will be up 
to. 

If you are 18 or more, instead, think carefully about what you are about to do. 

To be clear: this paragraph is hard, and maybe pessimistic, on purpose! It is not our goal to lie 
to you, saying that B4V events are child-proof. We want to have players that are informed and 
caring: so, more careful about themselves and others. If that means having less players…so be it. 

2.1. Gear responsibility 

The player is responsible for his gear: weapons, armor and other. It is your duty to ensure that 
your weapons are not damaged, and that your armor and other gear is without spiky or cutting 
parts that can damage yourself and others. 

This is because a continuous check on the equipment by the Staff is not possible, and it makes 
little sense to check weapons only at the start of an event 4 or 5 days in length. 

Hence, the Staff will perform spot checks, and targeted ones following reports (and if you think 
that you will simply stay away from the referees, think again). Our checks will be performed 
with a zero-tolerance policy, with consequences that may lead to the exclusion from the current 
event, and from future ones. 
So, to summarize: The safety of your gear is under your responsibility, in every moment and in 
every context. 
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2.2 Weapons Security 

As stated, it is every player’s duty to check his gear multiple times during the event. This is 
because, if a non-compliant weapon or armor should cause harm to anybody, or should be 
found non-compliant by a check, the wielder of said gear will be sanctioned, depending on the 
seriousness of the situation; moreover, the wielder will be held accountable for the incident. 

Whatever gear may be found not in compliance may be held (and given back only at the end of 
the event). 

Generally speaking, the LARP weapons are made in foam or rubber, covered by a colored latex 
layer that makes them aesthetically similar to real weapons. The weapon has to maintain a 
certain stability and does not have detachable parts. In the Combat chapter you will find further 
specifications on the allowed weapons. 

2.3. Security during the events. 

1. The structures provided by the Staff are scenography for the event itself. Therefore, there are 
severe rules regarding their use. Every player has to comply with those rules, reported by the 
Staff and the relative PNGs. Those rules may be written and visible near the interested areas. 
 

2. In the Registration phase, you may communicate eventual allergies or medical conditions. This 
is for knowledge only, and for emergency cases (if you are diabetic, you should have insulin, 
for example). You are recommended to bring your own medications for any condition you may 
have, such as allergies.  

3. At any moment during the event, Staff or PNGs may block the game, or stop certain actions, 
if the security of the participants is threatened for any reason. The first goal of this is to take 
care of every participant, especially if unaware of an immediate danger such as fighting near 
tents, or next to a difference in height. 

4. In addition to the dangerous zones stated in the Event Guide, red or white tape (and LEDs at 
night) indicate other points of danger that have to be avoided.  

5. Fighting, or performing harsh actions between In Game tents is forbidden: cordage and sticks 
may result in danger. 

6. You will find fire extinguishers in various places: do not change their location, or mishandle 
them. For everything that concerns fires or other light sources, check the ‘Fire and Fireworks’ 
paragraph. 

2.4. Indoor events: specifications 

1. Fighting or running on the stairs (internal or external) is forbidden. 

2. Maximum caution in areas when you could fall (especially at night) is recommended.  

3. Inside the Out Game area it’s possible to cook only using camping stoves. 
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2.5 Fire and FIreworks 

1. Using any kind of gas lamp, oil torch, or anything fueled by liquid combustion, is forbidden.  

2. The dispositions of candles or other In Game light sources requires extreme caution: it is 
forbidden to leave any kind of flame in a dangerous spot, or next to flammable material. In any 
moment, Staff and PNG may check the security of your light sources.  

3. Before starting up a fire for illumination, heat, cook or other in the In Game Area, you are 
required to contact the Staff before the ‘first ingnition’. After the Staff will control the security 
of your fire point, it can be used for all the event without further signaling. Keep in mind that IF 
the fire point should vary (from carelessness or premeditation), it will be considered equivalent 
to not having it signaled. Whoever breaks those simple rules will be heavily sanctioned, to the 
point of ban from the current event and from future ones. We are counting on everybody’s 
collaboration in order to offer a game area as safe as possible.  

4. Any brazier has to be raised up from the ground. If you use a brazier, you must have a campfire 
shovel or a 1kg fire extinguisher.  

5. Before using any type of firework, even if it seems unharmful (that includes smokes), notify the 
Staff beforehand. The breaking of those rules results in heavy sanction and ban.  

6. You can use camping gas stoves in any point of the Out Game area in open events  

7. If you wish to use gas burners or gas cylinders in an In Game tent be sure to remember your 
total responsibility in using said instruments; when they are not in use they MUST be rendered 
non-usable (lock)  

8. You can build an In Game tent as a kitchen; however, it must be accessible like the other In 
Game tents, and it must not have visible elements in contrast with the medieval setting.  

9. Selling food and beverages for real money is strictly forbidden. The singleplayer or group that 
shall do so will be banned from the events, with no excuses.  

10. Players may get in touch with the Staff (sending an email to info@battleforvilegis.com) in order 
to organize a food and beverage point inside the Citadel.  

2.6. What to do in case of danger 

In case of a dangerous situation (a fire, a person with a health issue…), common sense dictates 
how to act. The Staff’s priority is, and always will be, everyone’s safety: so, if you see something, 
immediately notify the Staff about it, and follow its instructions. Please be as clear and complete 
as possible when doing so (and avoid imprecise or false calls). All Staff members will normalize the 
situation at the best of their possibilities. 
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 3.      COMBAT  3.      COMBAT 

An armed fight between two PGs is performed using replica LARP weapons, built to be 
unharmful. Just to reiterate, despite this being only a simulation, be careful at all times in such 
fights, apply common sense and respect yours and others’ safety. In this chapter you will find the 
rules dictating how battles and fights work, both in game and from a safety standpoint. 

3.1 Hit Points, Armor Points and Total Points 

• Every character has 2 Hit Points (PV), that state how many strikes you can handle before going 
down.  

• This number can be raised in various ways, from abilities, to magic items, to other effects.  

• If the PC wears armor, Armor Points (PA) are added to the 2 initial HP. The number of PA 
depends on the type of armor worn.  

• AP and HP, summarized, form the Total Points (PT). If you have no armor, the PT are equal to 
the HP.  

• When damage is taken, PA are always subtracted first.  

• A PG is in a state of coma when his PV or PT go to 0. For 10 minutes the PG is in a state 
between life and death, but he can be healed before it’s too late. At the end of the coma time, 
the PG is dead. We remind you to the Healing  chapter for instructions on how to act during 
the coma, how to heal and what to do when you die.  

• There are abilities and game effects that have the power to target the PV directly, ignoring the 
PA. If the PV goes to zero for any reason, you fall in a coma regardless of the PA. 

3.2 Safety specifications about fighting 

• Hitting (with any kind of weapon) the face, the neck (front and back), the genital area and the 
breast area for women (when unprotected) is forbidden.  

• Using weapons in a non-conventional way (striking with the handling of a weapon, with any 
part of a ranged weapon), is forbidden.  

• In harsh situations such as battles or sieges, putting yourself in danger by falling down heavily 
or doing a ‘scenic death’ is strictly forbidden: by doing so, you endanger yourself and the 
others.  

• As previously stated, you are responsible for your weapons, armor or any part of your gear and 
equipment. If a check done by the Staff finds any irregularity, heavy sanctions will follow.  

• Any other kind of personal gear like potions, surgeon’s tools, blacksmith’s tools and the like, 
will be treaded exactly like a weapon for all that concerns responsibility and safety. The 
mishandling and misusage in battle of potentially dangerous items is cause for sanction: for 
your safety, do not bring into battle fragile or cutting tools. 
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3.3 Melee Weapons 

• Every weapon inflicts 1 point of damage; if you are hit, lower your Total Points by 1.

• A weapon strike ‘hits’ when it effectively strikes the target, while it’s parried when intercepted 
by another weapon or a shield. A hit may simply fail because the opponent dodged it, or 
because it was struck unaccurately. 

• If a hit is parried, no PT are lost. However, an hit is considered valid if it lands on costume 
parts, like a backpack, a pouch, or even a sheated weapon. If you want to parry a hit, you have 
to use a weapon or a shield. 

• On the other hand, the hit has to land ‘clean’ on the body to be considered valid: hitting a 
distant part of the cape, or slightly scratching a feather hanging from the costume, is not a 
valid hit. 

• Hits at the hands and feet are considered valid. 

• The practice of “tapping”, that is the repeated and very fast hitting, abusing the light weight of 
the LARP weapons, is forbidden for every melee weapon, no matter how big or small. 

• Other than classical weapons such as swords, hammers, axes, and the like, there are lots 
of particular and strange weapons, that will need to be approved. If you have ideas about 
building or buying one of those particular weapons, we invite you to contact us in order to see 
if that weapon would be allowed in out ruleset (in order to avoid wasting time and money for 
an illegal weapon) 

3.4 Safety Specifications about melee weapons 

1. Any part of the weapon intended to strike the opponent has to be adequately padded. Even 
parts like knobs, axes or maces’ stand, whole polearms, must be padded. 

2. Latex props like brass knuckles or claws CANNOT be used for fighting (you can use them in 
roleplay scenes, with the maximum caution) 

Melee Weapons 

1. One handed weapons cannot strike by thrusting. Furthermore, the top of the weapon has to 
be built leaving at least 4 cm from the tip to the start of the rod of the weapon. 

2. Two handed weapons can thrust, only if they are specifically built for that, leaving at least 15 
cm from the tip of the weapon to the start of the rod. 

3. One handed weapons may land a hit on the head, but only on the upper part (on the top of 
the skull), and never by thrusting, even if built for that. If you want to aim for the head of your 
opponent, do so with maximum caution. 

4. Two handed weapons are not allowed to hit the head. 

5. A melee weapon has to have an inner rod made of glass fiber, no wood or metal. If the weapon 
does not have a rod, it cannot be used for fighting. 

6. If the weapon has some handguards, it has to be in soft foam. It cannot be in glass fiber, metal, 
and the like. 

7. An important component of a LARP weapon is weight. A well-balanced weapon may be 
controlled easily and more safely for the opponent. Is it equally important to avoid putting too 
much weight on the weapon: it may become too thick and dangerous. 
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8. Staff and dedicated NPCs are particularly harsh regarding the use of weapons (especially two-
handed) handled in a dangerous way (for instance, moving the weapon too near the face of 
the opponent). For that reason, they may ask the lowering of the weapon (and the subsequent 
targeting of lower part of the body), in particular situation such as sieges. 

9. When using a two-handed weapon, always have both your hands firmly on the weapon at 
every time. This is to avoid loss of control on the weapon. When using a polearm, do not do 
‘pool cue’ strikes. 

10. You can hit the opponent with the handle of a polearm, if it’s padded and built to do so. 

Chain Weapons 

1. You can use chained weapons if the chain is no longer than 45 cm 
2. The impacting part of the weapon (like the ball, or flails), has to be without a rod and no longer 

than 50 cm 
3. The total length of the weapon still counts in the category: under a total length of 115 cm, the 

weapon is considered one-handed. From 116 to 240 cm, two-handed. 
4. If one-handed, a chain weapon may land hits on the head. 
5. If two-handed, a chain weapon may not land hits on the head. 

3.5 Commands in Battle 

• Some effects (abilities, magic items, ranged weapons…) allow you to hit the opponent with 
a Command, an effect that forces the opponent to react in a certain way, like falling back, 
being forced to the ground, being damaged directly on the Hit Points, and many more. (see 
the Command chapter for the complete list). Those rules have to be remembered for far as 
Commands in battle are concerned: 

»  A Command given by a weapon strike has to be declared while performing the strike 
itself, in a way that the target can hear it.

»  A Command of such type lands only if the strike itself lands (not parried or missed). The 
Commands REPEL and STRIKE DOWN (with the BATTLE prefix) are applied also when 
the strike is parried, unless otherwise stated. 

»  If the target declares NO EFFECT to the Command that is coupled with a strike, still has 
his Total Points reduced by 1 for the suffered hit. 

3.6 “Third Touch” Rule 

In order to use a strike coupled with a Command you have to follow the Third Touch Rule: 
• You have to hit your opponent three times in a row and declare the Command when delivering 

the third strike. 

• The strikes are considered valid (for the countdown) even if parried by the opponent’s weapon 
or shield. 

• The Command goes into effect only if the third strike connects, and has no effect if said third 
strike misses or gets parried. There may be exceptions to this rule, as some strikes may be 
valid if they target the opponent’s shield. Those exceptions will be listed and clarified. 

• When using the strike coupled with the Command, the count starts back from 0, regardless of 
the effect of the third strike. 
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• If you have more than one Command that can be coupled with the Third Touch rule, you can 
choose what to declare at the time of the third strike. The count still restarts from 0 for all the 
available Commands. 

• If you are wielding two weapons at the same time, the count of the three strikes is made 
counting the attacks of both weapons. 

3.7 Ranged Weapons 

There are three types of ranged weapons: 
»  Missile Weapons: bows, crossbows, and weapons that throw darts or projectiles. On a 

successful hit, they use the Command BATTLE THROUGH. The hit is considered valid 
only if it hits the target, not if it’s parried by a shield. It is forbidden to use the weapon to 
deflect the darts (the hit is considered successful in this case) 

»  Firearms: They are replicas of rudimental firearms (Renaissance level at best) like pistols 
or handguns. They don’t do any damage but allow you to use the Command BATTLE 
REPEL on a target at no more than 3 meters of distance. To simulate the shot, you will 
have to use a firecracker (available in most toy shops). If the firecracker malfunctions 
for any reason, the Command will not take place. Recharging a firearm takes 1 minute, 
that has to be roleplayed. Any firearm may have a maximum of 3 hits ready to fire, and 
the recharge time is calculated separately for each hit. For scenic reasons, only flintlocks 
weapons are allowed, no revolvers or modern weapons are allowed, only flintlocks. 
Using NERF weapons, or blank weapons, is not allowed. 

»  Thrown Weapons: Throwing daggers, throwing axes, shuriken, chakram, and the like. 
They cause 1 damage upon hitting. Other than that, they follow the same rules as missile 
weapons. 

Hands and feet are valid targets for missile and thrown weapons. 

For simplicity reasons, any effects that may apply to a melee weapon does never apply to a 
ranged one. 

3.8 Safety specifications about ranged weapons 

1. Ranged weapons may never hit the head. 

2. Missile weapons have to be under 25 pounds. 

3. For both scenic and security reasons, compound bows are not allowed. 

4. The projectiles used by the missile weapons may not be handmade but have to be realized 
from professionals (bought at LARP stores). 

5. If you really want to fabricate your own ammunition: 

a. The shaft will have to be in wood or glass fiber. 

b. The nock of the arrow is mandatory, and has to be in plastic. 

c. The fletching of the arrow (natural or plastic) is mandatory, minimum two for darts, three 
for arrows. 

d. The head has to be bought from professionals (Mytholon, Epic Armoury. IDV), o at 
authorized sellers. 
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6.  Every arrow or dart has to be labeled with the colors of your House. Do not use any other 
colors, but you are allowed to customize your ammunition with writings to distinguish it from 
others. 

7.  You can not, during a fight, pick up an arrow or dart from the ground (be it yours or someone 
else’s) and use it. At the end of the fight, when the referees will tell you so, you will be 
allowed to recover your weapons. 

8.  It is every player’s duty to check its ammunitions after every battle to see if they are still safe 
to use. Chek if the head may detach, if there are damage on the shaft. If you are in doubt, 
don’t use that projectile. 

9.  If you are using missile weapons without a string, you can only use projectiles of at least 4 
cm in diameter, made in rubber on in a similar soft material. Those weapons requires at least 
1 minute time for recharging, and inflict the Command BATTLE THROUGH. You can recover 
those projectiles from the ground. 

10. Missile weapons that are not bows or crossbows have to be approved from the Staff. Unvalid 
weapons brung to the event will not be allowed to be used. 

11. Projectiles for the weapon described in the above point will be accepted only if they will be 
In Game: it takes only a layer of paint to turn a rubber ball in a projectile! 

Thrown Weapons 

1.  Thrown weapons may never hit the head. 

2.  Thrown weapons have to be without a rod, and be from 20 to 40 cm, with a 15 cm diameter 
for circular ones. 

3.  Thrown weapons may be picked up and used, provided a player has the ability to do so. 

4.  A thrown weapon will be accepted only if scenically accurate, in order to avoid vague objects 
flying on the battlefield. 

3.9 Shields 

1.  Only one shield or buckler at a time is allowed to be carried. You can have your shield hanged 
to your back (and it will protect from hits), but still you can carry a maximum of one shield at a 
time. 

2.  You shield may be fixed to your arm, wielded or hanged at your back: in any case it will protect 
from hits. 

3.  Even if the shield is fixed to your arm, you cannot wield another weapon in that arm: for that, 
you will need a buckler. 

4.  The maximum length allowed for a shield is 2 linear meters. They are measured following all 
the line of the shield, summing up height and length.  Maximum height is 150 cm, maximum 
width 80 cm. (Shields measuring 130x70, 100x80, 120x80 are legal, shields 150x80, 110x90 
or 160x40 are not) 

5.  The maximum diameter for a round shield is 80 cm in diameter, while bucklers are limited to 
30 cm in diameter. 
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3.10 Safety specifications about shields 

·  Using a shield to strike is not allowed. 

·  A shield may be built with or without a rigid (or semi-rigid) inner structure. 

·  Said inner structure may be built in wood or plastic, never in metal. The structure has to have a 
minimum toughness, so that normal using of the shield during the game will not break it. 

·  Every shield has to be padded both on the front (minimum 1 cm padding) and on the sides 
(minimum 3 cm) 

·  Cutting sides or other materials stacking out (such as screws) don’t have to be present on parts of 
the shield that can impact yourselves or your opponents. 

·  You may not push with your shield. However, two battlelines may agree to do so, only if they 
communicate said decision to the Staff before the fight. 

3.11 Armors 

If you wear armor, you will gain a number of Armor Points, depending on the weight and the 
encumbrance of your armor. The armors are divided into Tiers, which defines the number of Armor 
Points they provide: 

·  Tier 1° Gambeson (minimum 1 cm of padding), thick fur on a leather base, uncured leather 
(minimum 4 mm thick), cured and rigid leather (minimum 2 mm thick) 

·  Tier 2° Plates, chainmail, brigandines, Gambeson or leather with metal plates (if they cover 75% 
or more of the location). The simulated armors (in latex or resin, only if of high scenic value) are 
counted into this Tier. 

·  Tier 3° You can get it by juxtaposition of Tier 1 and 2, provided that they form two separate 
layers: plate armor upon gambeson, plates on fur, leather on chainmail. It is important that the 
tier 2 armor is well visible. Simulated armors can get to this Tier only if you juxtapose them with 
chainmail. 

·  Tier 4° You can get it only by juxtaposing plate armor with chainmail, provided that they are two 
different layers. Simulated armors can not get to this tier. 

3.12 Armor Points calculation. 

In order to provide PA, an armor has to cover at least 75% of a location. The PA are rounded by 
excess if you can get at least to 0.7 (for example, 4.8 in the calculation equals to 5 Armor Points). 
Arms and legs are calculated separately for each side. 

The following table shows what locations are considered valid for the armor calculations, and how 
many PA the Tiers give: 
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For far as helms are concerned: 

·  Leather helmets or gambeson caps provide 0.2 PA if open, or 0.3 PA if closed (covering at least 
75% of the face) 

·  Chainmail hoods or simple helmets (with or without chainmail add-on), provide 0.5 PA 

·  Latex helmets, or metal helmets, provide 0.7 PA if opened or 1 PA if closed (more than 75% of 
the face) or with visor. 

·  Wearing the chainmail hood AND a metal helm provide 1.5 PA 

·  In order to be considered valid, metal helmets have to be worn with an inside padding 
(gambeson or infula) 

3.13 Safety Specifications about Armors 

1.  Using parts of your armor to land a hit is not allowed. 

2.  If your armor has cutting parts or dangerous points such as spikes, you cannot use it: you risk 
damaging yourself or other people, as well as damaging weapons. 

  

Upper Chest - Front
Upper Chest - Back
Lower Chest - Front
Lower Chest - Back

Upper Arm - Front 
Upper Arm - Back
Lower Arm - Front 
Lower Arm - Back

Upper Leg - Front 
Upper Leg - Back
Lower Leg - Front 
Lower Leg - Back
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4.  HEALING. 4.  HEALING. 

There are several conditions in which you may be, after losing Total Points: 

·  Wounded: You lost 1 or more PT, but you can act freely. You are still considered Wounded if 
you were given cures (using wraps), but you are not at your maximum PT. 

·  Coma: Your PT are at 0; during the coma period you cannot perform any type of action. You 
will remain in this state until you will recover at least 1 PV. It does not matter how many 
Armor Points you have: if you don’t have at least 1 PV, you are in coma. Since your character is 
unconscious in this state, you will not be able to speak, see or hear. Furthermore, you will have 
no memory of anything that may happen around you. 

·  Dead: Your coma period has passed, and you did not get any healing. In the following 
paragraphs you will find out how to get back to life! You will retain every positive (like active 
potions, spells or runes) or negative (Commands that lasts more than your coma period) effects 
you had when you died. 

4.1 Wraps 

You can be saved from death, and healed, by skills and the usage of wraps. There are many types 
of wraps, distinguished by colors: 

·  White wrap: Restores 1 PV lost. 

·  Red wrap: Brings the target to his maximum PV value. 

·  Yellow wrap: Brings the target to his maximum PA value. 

·  Green wrap: Brings the target to his maximum PT value. 

Rules regarding wraps: 

·  Skill usage: Wrap application is a crucial part of the healing action (that will allow the recovery 
of PV, PA or PT). The wrap will have to be physically applied by the healer at the end of the 
healing operation. 

·  Wraps on targets: In coma or wounded. All of the wraps may be utilized on targets that are in 
coma or wounded. The exception is the white wrap, that can only be used on in coma targets. 

·  Positioning: A wrap has to be applied around the neck. It has to be large enough so the target 
can wear it off without acting on the node (that has to be easily dispatched) 

·  Other wraps after the first: If a target is in need of other wraps (because he gets wounded 
again, or is in coma again), put the new one around the neck, and move the old one on your 
sword’s arm. Every new wrap will go at the neck spot, and the others will have to be stacked 
around the same arm. 

·  Wrap Removal:  You can remove a wrap: 

o   If you spend 10 minutes inside the Fulcrum, if your House is not in combat; 

o   If you spend 20 minutes inside your fortifications, provided your House is not under 
siege. 
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o   If you die after the coma period. 
4.2 The Fulcrum 

The Fulcrum is a specific place, designed to speed up the healing processes. This varies depending 
on your entering conditions: 

·  Wounded: If you stay at the Fulcrum for 10 minutes you will recover all your missing PT. 

·  Coma: If you will be brought to the Fulcrum without any treatment, you coma period will NOT 
stop, and you will eventually die if untreated. 

·  Dead: Once you die, signal that you are Out Game and go inside the Fulcrum. Before doing so, 
make sure that some effects on your dead body (such as some spells) have worn off (in case they 
have not, you will have to wait). Once inside the Fulcrum area, you will be able to come back to 
life and go back In Game…but not without consequences: part of your Essence may have been 
damaged, or the power of your House over the dead may be waving. You will be able to leave 
the Fulcrum only when the NPCs of the Twilight Order will judge you worthy, signing your name 
in their book. You may be tasked with some actions, you may be asked some questions, or you 
may receive ‘gifts’ you never asked for… 

Coming back to life may seem overrated, but abusing it has negative effects on you and your 
House. Check the Fulcrum chapter for further instructions. 

4.3 Healing Methods 

There are different ways to recover your Hit Points, Armor Points and Total Points: 
·  Extracts: very volatile preparations that may be applied only by those with the Herbalism and 

Medicine skills. They allow the application of green and red wraps. 

·  First Aid: Skill that allows you to apply white wraps. 

·  Fulcrum: if you still have at least 1 PV, staying for 10 minutes inside the Fulcrum will allow you 
to restore your PV and to remove the DECAY Command, provided that your House is not in 
combat. The NPCs can signal when this method is not in effect during the game, and for game 
reasons. 

·  Healing of the Spectrum: If you still have at least 1 PV, staying for 20 minutes inside your 
House’s fortifications will allow you to restore your PT and to remove the DECAY Command, 
provided that your House is not under siege. The NPCs can signal when this method is not in 
effect during the game, and for game reasons. 

·  Medicine: skill that allows the application of red wraps. 

·  Prayer: Skill that allows the casting of spells, that may apply red wraps. 

·  Potions: Preparations that everyone can use, that may apply white, red, and green wraps 

·  Runes: Skill that allows the invocation of runes that may apply yellow wraps. 

·  Thaumaturgy: Skill that allows the casting of spells that apply green wraps. 

4.4. Scenic Rules about Healing 

If you possess the First Aid or Medicine skills, you are able to apply white or red wraps. However, 
being still on the wounded for 5 minutes and then applying the wrap does not represent a valid 
simulation. Some rules to keep in mind: 
·  From a rules perspective, in order to use those skills you will have to physically act like you are 
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patching the wounds, using needles and tools, even better if they are in soft materials. 

·  Remember that you are responsible for the usage of your gear. So, please avoid using pointed or 
sharp items: they may become a danger. 

·  For far as the scenicity of the healing process is concerned, you can use any prop that comes 
to your mind: you can wrap the wound, you can use other medical wraps or herbs, you can also 
use fake blood to make the scene as realistic as possible. 

5.  COMMANDS 5.  COMMANDS 

In order to represent certain effects in game, Commands are used. They are English words, clearly 
Out Game, that correspond to well-defined actions. They are usually coupled with spell casting, 
skills that influence hits from a weapon, potions and many more. 

5.1 Commands Duration 

If you are targeted by a Command, you have to follow its effects for 30 seconds. There are a few 
exceptions: 

·  In rare cases you will just have to perform the dictated action, after that you can act normally 
(this is the case of CALLING or REPEL) 

·  Other Commands have an immediate and direct effect that does not vanish over time (CRUSH, 
MORTAL or THROUGH) 

·  Some of the effects last more than 30 seconds, and will be specified by the ones issuing the 
Command (for example “POISON SLEEP for 10 minutes”) 

·  The DECAY Command is the only one that lasts until its removal. 

5.2 Commands Description 

Here you will find all the Commands you may face. Highlighted in bold are the Commands that a 
New Player may possess, thus the most common ones. 

BANISH: Targets die and go immediately to the Fulcrum. This Command is generally used by the 
Staff (referees in particular), to cast away violent players from a fight, or in response to violation 
of the rules. This Command may never be avoided using any kind of In Game abilities. 

BLESS: The targets suffer 1 damage of holy nature. This is useful against certain opponents (like 
the Nexus), or in precise situations (like the Priest’s spell Divine Protection). Even if preceded 
from other descriptors, no more than 2 damage may be dealt from a single BLESS Command. 

CALLING: The targets have to move five steps in direction from the Command’s caster. In doing 
so, they cannot stop or be stopped for any reason. While moving, the targets may still defend 
themselves, fight, continuing to cast spells, and performing actions that does not require standing 
still. 

CHARME: The targets see the caster of this Command as one of their best and dearest friends. 
They will not perform self-destructive actions, nor they will reveal information that may consider 
vital, nor they will attack other friends or comrades (at the same level of the caster). On the 
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other hand, the caster may have the target gift him some money or have him leave an area he is 
guarding. The targets will know they were under the effect of a spell when it wears off. 
CONFUSE: The targets may not use any weapon in an offensive way. They can only defend. 

CRUSH: The shield struck by this Command is destroyed. It has to be left off on the ground as 
soon as possible. 

DECAY: The targets of this Command cannot use red, yellow and green wraps. The effect lasts 
until removed (this varies depending from the method this Command was applied), or using 
a white wrap. If in coma, the targets may declare, Out of Game, that is under this Command. 
Fulcrum and Healing of the Spectrum remove this status. 

DISPEL: This is used against a casted Command with no descriptor or prefix: said Command has 
no effect. If DISPEL is used coupled with the MAKER’S descriptor, it can be used both against 
Commands with the MAKER’S descriptor. 
This Command has also other uses: 

·  It can remove a Command already active on a target. If more than a Command is active, 
the target itself chose one that will be removed. 

·  It can target a spell that has a counter, making it fall to zero. In this case it must be 
specified if DISPEL is targeting the counter, or one of its effects. 

·  On a spell with continued casting, interrupting it. 

This Command cannot be used in the following cases: 
·  Against the REFLECT and RETRIBUTION Commands. 

·  Against another DISPEL Command. 

·  Against Commands with the BATTLE, POISON or MASS descriptors. 

·  Against Commands with the MAKER’s descriptor, unless DISPEL has MAKER’S as well. 

If you are mistargeted by a DISPEL Command, you have to declare NO EFFECT to make the 
mistargeting clear. 

DOMINATION: The targets have to follow carefully, and at the best of their possibilities, the 
caster’s orders. Targets of this Command will never attack the caster, and they will see him as 
their supreme master. The target will know he was under the effect of a spell when it wears off. 

ENRAGE: Targets of this Command attack the nearest fighter (it counts the effective distance, 
and not the line of sight. Usually, it’s the fighter on your side). This aggression will continue until 
the end of the Command, be it on a friend or a foe. 

EXHAUSTION: Targets of this Command cannot use their arms (from the shoulders). They have 
to put their arms down, attached to the body. They can still wield items, but without using them 
in an active way (this includes Sigils). If a shield is worn, it has to be put in a way to not offer 
protection. 

FEAR: Targets of this Command have to fall back from the caster for the whole duration of the 
Command. They have to do so without being able to be stopped: they can only run and scream. 
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INERTIA: Targets of this Command have to keep their feet firmly on the ground. Any other 
movement is allowed, provided you don’t move your feet. 
MORTAL: Targets lose all of their TP. 

NEGATION: This Command has several effects on their targets: 
·  They cannot use any skill that requires Sigils. 

·  They cannot use the Ritualism skill. 

·  They cannot use the Channeler skill, and other skills that have Channeler as a prerequisite. 

·  The casting on any spell is interrupted, and the effect they were providing is interrupted as 
well 

·  The functioning of any magic item is interrupted 

·  The functioning of any potion, extract or rune (of any kind) is interrupted 

This Command does not interrupt the duration of other Commands already on the target. 

NO EFFECT: Has to be used to clarify that a Command that just targets you had no effect. 

PARALYZE: Targets of this Command have to stay immobile: they still can see and hear, but they 
cannot speak. 

PAIN: Targets are in extreme, excruciating pain. They have to stay in place, and they can only 
scream and grovel. 

REFLECT: The Command that just targeted you has no effect, and bounces back to its caster (if he 
is immune to that Command, can still declare NO EFFECT). This Command cannot be used in the 
following cases: 

·  Against the DISPEL and RETRIBUTION Commands. 

·  Against another REFLECT Command. 

·  Against Commands with the BATTLE, POISON or MASS descriptors. 

·  Against Commands with the MAKER’s descriptor, unless REFLECT has MAKER’S as well. 

If you are mistargeted by a REFLECT Command, you have to declare NO EFFECT to make the 
mistargeting clear. 

REPEL: Targets of this Command have to take five steps back from the caster. In doing so, they 
cannot stop or be stopped for any reason. While moving, the targets may still defend themselves, 
fight, continuing to cast spells, and performing actions that do not require standing still. 

RETRIBUTION: The Command that just targeted you must be suffered also from its caster (if he 
is immune to that Command, can still declare NO EFFECT). This Command cannot be used in the 
following cases: 

·  Against the DISPEL and REFLECT Commands. 

·  Against another RETRIBUTION Command. 

·  Against Commands with the BATTLE, POISON or MASS descriptors. 

·  Against Commands with the MAKER’s descriptor, unless RETRIBUTION has MAKER’S as 
well. 
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If you are mistargeted by a REFLECT Command, you have to declare NO EFFECT to make the 
mistargeting clear. 

RUNIC: The targets suffer 1 damage of magic nature. This is useful against certain opponents 
(like the Nexus), or in precise situations (like the Priest’s spell Divine Protection). Even if preceded 
from other descriptors, no more than 2 damage may be dealt from a single RUNIC Command. 

SILENCE: Targets of this Command cannot produce any sound using their voice. They cannot 
speak or cast spell that requires formulas, but they can still use Commands that don’t require 
voice In Game. 

SLEEP: Targets of this Command fall into a deep sleep, from which they cannot be woken up. If in 
battle or in a harsh situation, just put a knee on the ground simulating the sleep (this is done for 
safety reasons), without putting weapons or shields in the way (letting people hit you). 

STRIKE DOWN: Targets of this Command have to fall down, putting their back to the ground 
before getting back up again. If in battle or in a harsh situation, sit down (for safety reasons) on 
the ground and get back up. 

STUN: Targets of this Command are stunned. Act like you are in a coma state. If in battle or 
in a harsh situation, just put a knee on the ground simulating the sleep (this is done for safety 
reasons), without putting weapons or shields in the way (letting people hit you). 

THROUGH: Targets of this Command suffer 1 damage to their PV. Even if coupled with 
descriptors, no more than 2 damage may be suffered from a single THROUGH Command. 

WEAKNESS: Targets of this Command cannot use any of their abilities. 

5.3 Descriptors 

A descriptor clarifies the type of Command you are in front of. A descriptor goes just before 
the Command: it does not modify the Command but serves to distinguish if you may be able 
to declare NO EFFECT to it. If a Command does not have a descriptor, it is considered a spell. 
Otherwise it may be accompanied with: 

·  BATTLE: That indicates a Command coupled with a weapon hit (Ex. BATTLE CRUSH) 

·  MAKER’S: Indicates a Command coming from a source of great power 

·  MASS: The Command is not directed towards a single target, but to everyone within 10 
meters. Following this Command, the caster may state the name of a House, of a group, or 
even single targets, to specify or exclude some of them. MASS is the only descriptor that can 
be coupled with another descriptor. 

·  POISON: Indicated a Command coming from a venomous effect. 

5.4 Referee Commands 

Some of the Commands may be used only by the Staff, to handle specific game situations: 

·  TIME IN: States the beginning or the reprise of the game. During a TIME FREEZE it may be used 
the sound of a whistle. 

·  TIME OUT: States the end of the game. Certain areas may be declared in TIME OUT for logistic 
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or narrative purposes. 

·  TIME FREEZE: It is used in emergency situations: if you hear this, do not move from where you 
are, or talk about In Game situations; if in the middle of a battle, sit or kneel down in order to 
facilitate visibility on what may have happened. This Command remains until TIME IN (or the 
sound of a whistle) is used. 

5.5 Multiple Commands 

For game simplicity, it is not possible to issue two Commands together (so, no FEAR SILENCE, no 
CRUSH THROUGH, no REPEL CONFUSE, ecc). If you are in the situation of declaring more than 
one effect: 

·  If an effect is issued in a predetermined moment (at the first strike, or at the first Command 
suffered), you have to use it. You cannot choose to ‘keep’ the effect, and you have to use it right 
away. 

·  If you use effects derived from skills, spells, potions, extracts, runes and the like, you may 
find yourself in a moment in which you may benefit from more temporary effects (at the first 
strike, or at the first Command suffered). In this case, you will consume all of these effects, but 
activating only one of them (you chose what effect is activated) 

·  If, on the other hand, you have more than one effect that is not single-used (like having more 
than one skill that uses the Third Touch rule), you can choose from time to time what to use, 
without any need. 

5.6 Suffering more Commands at the same time 

If you are targeted by a Command while under the effect of another, you will have to roleplay 
them both, following the real possibilities that those Commands imply. Some examples, provided 
you suffer first the first Command, and then the other: 

·  CONFUSE and ENRAGEà You will not be able to attack anybody, but you will act like you want 
to. 

·  FEAR and SLEEPà You will start running away, and then immediately fall asleep. 

·  REPEL and CALLINGà You will start falling back, and then you will take five steps forward. 

There are a lot of situations that can spawn, and for all of them, common sense is the way to 
roleplay them. When one Command will wear off, you will have to suffer the effect of the second 
for all the reminding duration (unless the two Commands are issued at the same time). 

5.7 Battle Noises. 

If you hear a Command, you will understand it for what it is. You will know exactly what happened 
and who did it (if you can see it). If you hear CRUSH you have heard a strong impact and 
something breaking (even if you don’t see it). If a SLEEP is cast, you will feel the magic power 
and know that a spell is being cast, or in the case of a RUNIC you will see or feel a magic burst. 
This clarification (that avoids In Game misunderstandings) does not prevent you from using 
Commands in a low tone in stealth situations, to avoid being spotted. However, never do this in 
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battle, because nobody could hear you! 

6. SKILLS 6. SKILLS 

In this Chapter you will discover how to create your Character, and define its skills and abilities. 
You will start with Basic Skills, and you will grow your character in time with Advanced Skills. 

6.1. PG Creation 

·  You have 15 Seniority Points to buy the Basic Skills that you prefer. 

·  Some of the skills have prerequisites (the knowledge of other skills) 

·  A Skill allows you to perform certain actions: if you don’t buy the Skill, you cannot do them. 

·  During the character creation step, you have to earn at least 13 Seniority Points. You can spend 
the leftover points in future Events, or store them in order to buy new, future skills . 

·  Every skill that you acquire is written in your Character sheet. It is your duty to keep it with you 
at all times. 

6.2 Learning new Basic Skills 

You can learn new Basic Skills after your first event: in order to do so, just spend the relative 
points and adjust your character sheet. Just remember to respect all the prerequisites: you need 
to have bought the requesting skills, just having them temporarily due to an item, potion or rune 
does not count. 

6.3 Learning Advanced Skills 

Advanced Skills allow your PG to specialize even further. You will get new powers, and 
more particular actions. Like the Basic skills, they cost Seniority Points, and they may have 
prerequisites. In order to learn an Advanced Skill, you will have to do a little test: explain how the 
Skill works (and the interaction you may have rule-wise) to the dedicated PNG. If you fail, you will 
not be able to learn the Skill until the next event. Demonstrate that you know the rules, and the 
Skill shall be yours and will be written on your sheet. You can learn only one Advanced Skill per 
event (two in case of potions, provided you have enough Seniority Points). 

6.4 Learning Advanced Skill with Teaching 

Some of the Advanced Skills have the “Teaching” prerequisite. Its meaning is that the skill will 
require some time in order to be acquired. You will learn the skill only when the PNG from the 
relative Academy will deem you worthy. Keep in mind that: 

·  The quality, and NOT the quantity, of the time you spend in the Academy is fundamental: play 
actively and usefully with the Academy for a few hours will score you more than just being there 
without doing nothing for the whole event. 

·  Just following the lessons from the Academy is the last thing that will get you to learn the Skill. 

·  In order to get the skill, you may be required to take further tests or tasks. Keep also in mind 
that the teaching of particular  skills (depending on their power) is given only to a limited 
number of PG (in order to keep an adequate power level, and to reward the best ones) 
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6.5. Attention to the rules 

·  “Battle For VIlegis” and “Echoes of War” events will give 1 Seniority Point each. 

·  A Point earnt in an event can be spent on the following event you will participate in. 

·  The earnt Seniority Points belong to the Character and not the player. 

·  If the Skill is not on your Character sheet (for any reason), you don’t have it! 

·  If, for any IG or OG reason, you lose a Skill, you cannot use the Skills that have the one you lost 
as a prerequisite. 

·  It is important to remember that an Advanced Skill is a symbol of trust given by the Staff. Most 
of those Skills create new game situations and dynamics that you will have to handle properly. 
Any misuse of a certain Skill will result in said Skill’s suspension or removal. 

6.6 Basic Skills 

In brackets, you will find the cost in Seniority Points of a certain skill. 
Helper of the Forge (1) 
Prerequisite: Artisan or Channeler 
You can participate in a Smithing, rising its power. 

Alchemy (4) 
You can create potions and build an alchemy lab. See Alchemy chapter for further info. 

Dual Wield (2) 
Prerequisite: One-Handed Weapons or Ranged Weapons 
You can wield a weapon in each hand (in any combination of One-Handed or Ranged), if you can 
use them. 

Two-Handed Weapons (2) 
You can wield, grabbing it with both hands, a weapon between 116 and 240 cm of length. 

Two- Handed Weapons – Chain (2) 
Prerequisite: Two-Handed Weapons 
You can wield, grabbing it with both hands, a chained weapon between 116 and 240 cm of 
length. 

One-Handed Weapons (2) 
You can wield a weapon of 115 cm length maximum. 
One-Handed Weapons – Chain (2) 

Prerequisite: One-Handed Weapons 
You can wield a chained weapon of 115 cm length maximum. 

Light Armors (1) 
You can earn PA wearing armors up to Tier 1 
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Heavy Armors (1) 
Prerequisite: Light Armors 
You can earn PA wearing armors up to Tier 2, and get to Tier 3 and 4 if you juxtapose them. 

Simulated Armors (1) 
Prerequisite: Heavy Armors 
You can earn PA wearing armors made in plastic materials (latex or resin) 

Siege Weapons (5) 
You can use siege weapons. See the Siege Weapons chapter for clarification. Furthermore, you 
can use defensive weapons on top of your Fortifications (see Fortifications chapter) 

Ranged Weapons (4) 
You can use Ranged Weapons, Thrown Weapons, and Firearms. 

Artisan (5) 
You can repair Fortifications and Siege Weapons. See the related chapter for further 
instructions. You can also repair broken shields (from any type of CRUSH Command) with 5 
minutes of simulated work, simulating your repairs with a hammer (real or LARP-made), standing 
still in place and without doing other activities. 

Channeler (2) 
You can participate in a Ritual, raising its power. You can also wield enchanted items that have 
this Skill as a Prerequisite. 

Master Artisan (1) 
Prerequisite: Artisan 
You can make up to 4 people use your Artisan Skill, as long as they stay next to you. (see 
Fortifications chapter) 

Field Surgeon (1) 
Prerequisites: First Aid, Diagnosis 
You can use your First Aid Skill on 2 targets at the same time (provided they are up to 2 meters 
next to each other) 

Battle Surgeon (2) 
Prerequisite: Field Surgeon 
You can use your First Aid Skill on 3 targets at the same time (provided they are up to 2 meters 
next to each other) 

Constitution (6) 
Your PV are raised by 1 point. Furthermore, you can use defensive weapons on top of your 
Fortifications (see Fortifications chapter) 
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Diagnosis (1) 
This Skill allows you to: 
·  Examine the Coma state of a target (asking him Out Game how many minutes have they left) 
·  If you are next to the target (1 meter maximum), they can open their eyes, hear and whisper. 
·  After a treatment of 30 seconds, wake up a target from the STUN Command. 

Herbalism (3) 
You are given an Out Game sheet that has the codes for identifying the properties of alchemical 
reagents. Furthermore, you can build a Garden and use extracts. See chapter Herbalism for 
further details. 

Examine (3) 
You are given an Out Game sheet, that has the codes for identifying the properties of auxilia, 
minerals, and other particular items. 

Adamantine Essence (2) 
Prerequisite: Channeler 
Stasis, gifts of the Three Sisters, and other negative effects given by the Fulcrum are harder to 
get (depending always on the Stasis of your House) 

Harmonic Essence (2) 
Prerequisite: Channeler 
You can use a second enchanted item (in addition to the first) 

Blacksmith (3) 
Prerequisite: Artisan 
You can forge weapons with particular Commands. See Smithing chapter for further details. 

Armorsmith (3) 
Prerequisite: Artisan 
You can forge enhanced armors and shields and strengthen the fortifications. See Smithing 
chapter for further details. 

Suspension Bond (1) 
Prerequisites: Suspension, Channeler 
You can make up to 2 other people use your Suspension Skill, as long as they stay within a 2 
meters radius from you. 

Ancient Languages (2) 
You are given an Out of Game sheet in order to translate the common alphabets used on Vilegis. 
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  Master of the Forge (from 1 to 5) 
Prerequisite: Blacksmith or Armorsmith 
You can receive or give help during a Smithing, increasing its power. See Smithing chapter for 
further details. You can buy this Skill 1 point at a time, or more at a time. Important is that you 
keep the total between 1 and 5. 

Magic – First Circle (7) 
Prerequisite: Magic Sense 
You can cast Magic spell of the First Circle. You are given 4 First Circle Sigils per day. See Spells 
chapter for further instructions. 

Magic – Second Circle (4) 
Prerequisite: Magic – First Circle 
You can cast Magic spell of the Second Circle. You are given 4 Second Circle Sigils per day, as 
well as 2 more First Circle Sigils per day. You can use a Second Circle Sigil to cast a First Circle 
spell. See Spells chapter for further instructions. 

Medicine (2) 
Prerequisite: First Aid 
You can apply a red wrap on the target, after 5 minutes of application. See Healing chapter 
for further instructions. Furthermore, you can use extracts. See chapter Herbalism for further 
instructions. 

Wise Medic (2) 
Prerequisites: Medicine, Diagnosis 
You can have 2 targets with the First Aid Skill use your Medicine Skill, if they are at 2 meters 
from you. 

Magic Sense (1) 
You are given an Out Game sheet that has the codes for identifying additional information on 
enchanted items. 

Prayer – First Circle (7) 
Prerequisite: Suspension 
You can cast Prayer spell of the First Circle. You are given 4 First Circle Sigils per day. See Spells 
chapter for further instructions. 

Prayer – Second Circle (4) 
Prerequisite: Prayer – First Circle 
You can cast Prayer spell of the Second Circle. You are given 4 Second Circle Sigils per day, as 
well as 2 more First Circle Sigils per day. You can use a Second Circle Sigil to cast a First Circle 
spell. See Spells chapter for further instructions. 
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Refine Auxilia (3) 
Prerequisite: Examinate, Channeler 
You can empower an auxilia using alchemical reagents and/or minerals. This gives the auxilia an 
higher power level. 

Refine Minerals (3) 
Prerequisite: Examinate, Channeler 
You can empower a mineral using alchemical reagents and/or auxilia. This gives the mineral a 
higher power level. 

Repairer (2) 
Prerequisite: Artisan 
The shield repairing process takes half of the time. The repairs on siege weapons and 
fortifications are faster as well. Furthermore, you can note if a fortification has been damaged. 
See the Siege Weapons and Fortifications chapters. 

Ritualism (from 3 to 7) 
You can perform a Ritual. See the Ritualism chapter for further instructions. You can buy this 
Skill 1 point at a time, or more at a time. Important is that you keep the total between 3 and 7. 

Shield (4) 
You can use a buckler or a shield, tying it to your arm, wielding it, or hanging it at your back. 

First Aid (2) 
You can put a white wrap on the target, after 5 minutes of application. See Healing chapter for 
further instructions. 

Suspension (1) 
 The coma time of the target of this skill stops, as long as you keep contact with it, using both, 
empty hands. The target is still considered in coma. It is possible to use the Skills First Aid and 
Medicine on a target, while still keeping it under the effect of this Skill. 

Alchemic Specialization: Elixirs (3) 
Prerequisite: Alchemy 
You can create potions, specializing yourself in elixirs. See the Alchemy chapter for further 
instructions. 

Alchemic Specialization: Ointments (3) 
Prerequisite: Alchemy 
You can create potions, specializing yourself in ointments. See the Alchemy chapter for further 
instructions. 
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   Alchemic Specialization: Venoms (3) 
Prerequisite: Alchemy 
You can create potions, specializing yourself in venoms. See the Alchemy chapter for further 
instructions. 

Thaumaturgy (8) 
Prerequisite: Diagnosis 
You can cast thaumaturgy spells. You are given 4 Sigils per day. See the Healing and Spells 
chapters for further instructions. 

Intensified Thaumaturgy (2) 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy 
You are given 1 more daily Sigil for Thaumaturgy. 

Tenacity (4) 
You can declare NO EFFECT to the BATTLE STUN Command. Furthermore, you can use 
defensive weapons on top of your Fortifications (see Fortifications chapter). On top of that, 
while in coma, this Skill allows you to: 

·  Keep your eyes open, hear and whisper; 

·  Crawl slowly, using only your arms. 

·  Use extracts or potions. However, it is not possible to use weapons, spells, or other 
dynamics that use the breaking of Sigils or Glyphs. 

·  Double your coma time, from 10 to 20 minutes. 

Even with this Skill, you are still in coma. You may be searched, deprived of glyphs in sight, bound, 
or be targeted from effects (spells or skills) without being able to resist. Furthermore, even a 
simple physical contact, with an arm on the shoulder or a weapon on your body, is enough to stop 
you. (so, you cannot do anything besides keep your eyes open, hear and whisper). However, this 
does not consent others to force you some action (like force-drinking you a potion). 

6.7 Advanced Skills. 

For each Skill it is also reported where to learn it in the Citadel, and if it has the Teaching 
prerequisite. If you see more than one cost, this indicates how many times you can buy this Skill, 
each time with a separate expense of Seniority Points, starting from the first number for the first 
buy. 

Abjurator (3/3/3/3/3) 
Academy: Mages, Priests. 
Prerequisite: Channeler, Mental Training OR Harmonic Essence OR Adamantine Essence 
For each buy, you acquire a daily Sigil (you have to write on it the name of the Skill and label it as 
“skill”). Breaking that Sigil allows you to declare NO EFFECT to a Command without descriptors 
targeting you. The caster of the Command has to clearly see the breaking of the Sigil. 
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Mental Training (2) 
Academy: Healers, Mages, Priests. 
Prerequisite: Magic or Prayer – First Circle, OR Thaumaturgy, Channeler 
Allows you to buy another Skill giving spells (Magic, Prayer or Thaumaturgy) 

Restless Helper (1) 
Academy: Forgers 
Prerequisite: Master of the Forge or Helper of the Forge 
This Skill removes the daily number of Smithing to which you can give your help. 

Assassinate (7) 
Academy: Explorers 
Prerequisite: One-handed weapons, Teaching. 
If you hit a target from behind and on the back, with a weapon between 25 and 45 cm of length, 
you can use the BATTLE MORTAL Command, provided that the other weapon is empty (not 
wielding or transporting anything). 

Reinforced Aura (4) 
Academy: Mages, Priests. 
Prerequisite: Knowledge of a Spell with Counter. 
The counter for a selected spell of your choice is raised up by 1 at the casting moment. This 
cannot bring the counter above 5. You can buy this Skill more than once, for the same spell or 
for a different one. 

Balance (3) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: Dual Wield, One-handed weapons 
As long as you are wielding a weapon in each hand (One-handed or ranged, in any combination), 
you can declare NO EFFECT to the REPEL and BATTLE REPEL Commands. 

Reinforced Channeling (1) 
Academy: Healers, Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Channeler 
You can participate, as a Channeler, to more than one Ritual per day. 

Search (1) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Searching time is halved. The target cannot hold glyphs and coins with the Hide Skill. 
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Arcane Fighter (2/2/2) 
Academy: Mages. 
Prerequisite: Channeler 
For each buy, you acquire a daily Sigil (you have to write on it the name of the Skill and label it 
as “skill”). You can declare the BATTLE RUNIC Command, coupled with a weapon hit, breaking 
the Sigil if the strike lands or gets parried. The Command is applied only if the strike lands (not if 
parried). You don’t need to break the Sigil if the strike misses. 

Light Fighter (4) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: Light Armors, teaching. 
Tier 1 armors are considered Tier 2 for the PA calculations. This excludes helmets. In order to 
use this Skill, you are restricted to wearing only Tier 1 armor. 

Holy Fighter (2/2/2) 
Academy: Priests. 
Prerequisite: Channeler 
For each buy, you acquire a daily Sigil (you have to write on it the name of the Skill and label it 
as “skill”). You can declare the BATTLE BLESS Command, coupled with a weapon hit, breaking 
the Sigil if the strike lands or gets parried. The Command is applied only if the strike lands (not if 
parried). You don’t need to break the Sigil if the strike misses. 

Concentration (2) 
Academy: Healers, Mages, Priests 
You can continue casting a spell, even if you suffered one or more Total Points during the cast. 

Counterspell (3) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Channeler, Magic or Prayer – First Circle 
When targeted by a ranged spell you are able to cast with Magic or Prayer, you can break a First 
Circle Sigil and use the RETRIBUTION Command. This follows the same rules and limitations of 
a ranged spell. 

Superior Counterspell (3) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Channeler, Magic or Prayer – Second Circle 
When targeted by a ranged spell you are able to cast with Magic or Prayer, you can break a 
Second Circle Sigil and use the REFLECT Command. This follows the same rules and limitations 
of a ranged spell. 
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Courage (4) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: teaching. 
You can declare NO EFFECT to the FEAR and POISON FEAR Commands. 

Plating (4) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Heavy Armors of Simulated Armors 
The total PA is raised by 1 if all of the Torso locations are protected by a Tier 2 or higher armor. 

Exceptional Plating (1) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Plating 
The total PA is raised by 0.5 if all of the Torso locations are protected by a Tier 3 or higher armor. 

Superior Plating (1) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Plating 
The total PA is raised by 0.5 if all of the Torso locations are protected by a Tier 4 or higher armor. 

Corrupted Strike (4) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers, Healers 
Prerequisite: One-handed weapons, teaching. 
Fighting with a one-handed weapon, you can use the BATTLE DECAY Command, using the Third 
Touch rule. 

Superior Constitution (6) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Constitution 
Your PV go up by 1 point. 

Advanced Diagnosis (3) 
Academy: Healers 
Prerequisite: Diagnosis, teaching 
After visiting the target for at least 5 minutes, they have to reveal (confidentially and Out Game, 
only to the user), all of the active effects (both positive and negative). This includes spells, potions, 
enchanted items, powers, statuses, effects given by the Nexus (like the Sleeper status), by the 
Fulcrum (Stasis or Gifts of the Three Sisters), or from the Game Masters. As the owner of the Skill, 
it is your duty to explain it to your targets during the 5 minutes of the visit. 
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Tearing Strike (4) 
Academy: Fighters 
Requisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with a two-handed weapon (NOT chained ones), you can use the BATTLE 
THROUGH Command, using the Third Touch rule. 

Dynamism (4) 
Academy: Explorers 
Prerequisite: teaching 
You can declare NO EFFECT to the INERTIA and BATTLE INERTIA Commands. 

Gift of the Essence (1/2) 
Academy: Healers 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy, Channeler 
For each buy, you are given a daily Sigil (you have to write on it the name of the Skill and label it 
as “skill”). You can use it to cast the Healing spell, and then suffer the BANISH Command. 

Tenacious Herbalism (2) 
Academy: Apothecaries, Healers 
Prerequisite: Herbalism 
The first Garden receives a second validation glyph, that can be hidden in the Garden in an easily 
recoverable way (not buried, closed in a container, ecc. Beside that, you can hide it as much as 
you like). If the Garden gets sabotaged, but the second glyph is not stolen, the Garden harvest 
will be halved instead of cancelled. 

Scything Strike (4) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching 
Fighting with two-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE INERTIA Command, using the 
Third Touch rule. 

Wounding Strike (4) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: One-handed weapons, teaching 
While fighting with a one-handed weapon (NOT chained ones), you can use the BATTLE 
THROUGH Command, using the Third Touch rule. 

Essence Smither (2) 
Academy: Fulcrum 
Prerequisite: Artisan, Channeler 
You can create Simulacra. See the Fulcrum chapter for further details. 
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Restless Smither (2) 
Academy: Forgers 
Prerequisite: Blacksmith or Armorsmith 
This Skill removes the daily number of Smithings that the forger may do. 

Persistent Smither (2) 
Academy: Forgers 
Prerequisite: Blacksmith or Armorsmith 
This Skill lowers the Fusion malus normally given by more than one Smithing on the same event. 

Rune Smither (3) 
Academy: Forgers 
Prerequisite: Artisan 
You can invoke and use runes. See Rune chapter for further instructions. 

Shattering Strike (6) 
Academy: Fighters 
Requisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with a two-handed weapon (NOT chained ones), you can use the BATTLE 
CRUSH Command, using the Third Touch rule. However, all of the hits have to land on your 
opponent’s shield. 

Fugitive (1) 
Academy: Explorers 
If tied up (not with a locked chain), and as long as you have 1 PV, you can free yourself in 1 
minute. 

Spoiling Strike (4) 
Academy: Fighters 
Requisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with a two-handed weapon, you can use the BATTLE DECAY Command, using 
the Third Touch rule. 

Battle Incantations (4) 
Academy: Healers, Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Magic or Prayer – First Circle OR Thaumaturgy, Light Armors, Channeler, teaching 
You are allowed to cast spells wearing Tier 1 armor. 
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War Incantations (4) 
Academy: Healers, Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Battle Incantations, Magic or Prayer – First Circle OR Thaumaturgy, Heavy Armors 
OR Simulated Armors, Channeler, teaching 
You are allowed to cast spells wearing Tier 2 armor. However, you cannot get the advantages of 
Tier 3 and 4 armors. 

Withstand (4) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Shield, teaching 
As long as you have a shield wielded or tied to your hand (not at the back), you can declare NO 
EFFECT to the STRIKE DOWN and BATTLE STRIKE DOWN Commands. 

Incursion (3) 
Academy: Fighter, Explorers 
Prerequisite: One-handed weapons, Light Armors, teaching 
Fighting with one-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE THROUGH Command using the 
Third Touch rule, as long as you don’t wield any shield, and you keep your armor to Tier 1. 

Interrogation (4) 
Academy: Explorers, Healers 
Prerequisite: Diagnosis, teaching 
After a 5-minutes torture scene, your target will have to answer (without lying) “Yes” or “No” to 
the first question you ask him at the end of the scene. If they don’t really know the answer to 
the question, they have to answer “I don’t know”: in this case, you may ask a second and last 
question. Targets of this Skill may receive only three uses of the Skill per day (day resets at 6 in 
the morning), after which they will have to declare NO EFFECT. This uses are cumulative with 
other similar effects (like the Extract of Truth) 

Master Ritualist (from 3 to 7) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Ritualism (7 points) 
When performing a Ritual, you can infuse additional power. See the Ritualism chapter for 
further instructions. You can buy this Skill 1 point at a time, or more at a time. Important is that 
you keep the total between 3 and 7. 

Intensified Magic (2/2/2) 
Academy: Mages 
Prerequisite: Magic – First Circle 
You are given an additional First Circle Sigil. 
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Superior intensified Magic (3/3/3) 
Academy: Mages 
Prerequisite: Magic – Second Circle 
You are given an additional Second Circle Sigil. 

Maiming Strike (5) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: One-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with one-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE EXHAUSTION Command, 
using the Third Touch rule. 

Final Mercy (4) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers, Healers 
Prerequisite: One or Two-Handed Weapons, teaching. 
After simulating a finishing blow for at least 10 seconds on a target in coma (0 PV), you can use 
the BATTLE BANISH Command. 

Mitridatism (3/3/3/3/3) 
Academy: Apotecaries, Healers 
Prerequisite: Tenacity 
For each buy, you acquire a daily Sigil (you have to write on it the name of the Skill and label it 
as “skill”). Breaking that Sigil allows you to declare NO EFFECT to a Command with the POISON 
descriptor targeting you. The caster of the Command has to clearly see the breaking of the Sigil. 

Mutilating Strike (5) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with two-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE EXHAUSTION Command, 
using the Third Touch rule. 

Hide (2) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
When you are searched, you can keep a Glyph and a coin from being found, without having to 
declare them. 

Fulcrum Patronus (2) 
Academy: Fulcrum 
Prerequisite: Ritualism 
You can use Channelers in a Ritual to remove stasis. See the Fulcrum chapter for further 
instructions. 
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   Intensified Prayer (2/2/2) 
Academy: Priests 
Prerequisite: Prayer – First Circle 
You are given an additional First Circle Sigil. 

Superior intensified Prayer (3/3/3) 
Academy: Priests 
Prerequisite: Prayer – Second Circle 
You are given an additional Second Circle Sigil. 

Severing strike (4) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: One-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with one-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE INERTIA Command, using 
the Third Touch rule. 

Resilience (3/3/3/3/3) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: Tenacity 
For each buy, you acquire a daily Sigil (you have to write on it the name of the Skill and label it 
as “skill”). Breaking that Sigil allows you to declare NO EFFECT to a Command with the BATTLE 
descriptor targeting you. The caster of the Command has to clearly see the breaking of the Sigil. 

Repelling Strike (5) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with two-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE REPEL Command, using the 
Third Touch rule. The Command connects even if the third strike is parried by a shield. 

Reinforced Ritualism (2) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Ritualism 
This Skill removes the daily number of Rituals that the forger may do. 

Persistent Ritualist (2) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: Ritualism 
This Skill lowers the Layers malus normally given by more than one Ritual on the same event. 
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Sabotage (3) 
Academy: Explorers, Forgers 
Prerequisite: teaching 
You can sabotage fortifications and siege weapons. See the relative chapter for further 
instructions. 

Cleanse Poison (2) 
Academy: Healers 
Prerequisite: Diagnosis, Herbalism 
After 1 minute of treatment (that has to be roleplayed with adequate means and resources), you 
can remove all the POISON Commands from a target 

Strong Mind (4) 
Academy: Mages, Priests 
Prerequisite: teaching 
You can declare NO EFFECT to the CALLING and POISON CALLING Commands 

Unbalancing Strike (5) 
Academy: Fighters, Explorers 
Prerequisite: Two-handed weapons, teaching. 
While fighting with two-handed weapons, you can use the BATTLE STRIKE DOWN Command, 
using the Third Touch rule. The Command connects even if the third strike is parried by a shield. 

Climb Palisades (3) 
Academy: Explorers 
Prerequisite: teaching 
After throwing a rope on the other side of a fortification (without actually using it), and 
after simulating In Game the climbing action for 5 minutes, you can access the inside of the 
fortification going through the secondary accesses. A PNG or Staff has to oversee the entire act: 
notify them before beginning. If you are discovered, you will not be able to dissimulate what you 
were doing. You can use this Skill in order to get out from a fortification as well. You have to just 
simulate the use this ability, without even touching the palisade. If you fail to do so, sanctions 
will follow. 

Endure (4) 
Academy: Fighters 
Prerequisite: Shield, teaching 
As long as you have a shield wielded or tied to your hand (not at the back), you can declare NO 
EFFECT to the REPEL and BATTLE REPEL Commands. 
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  Experimenter (2/2/2) 
Academy: Apothecaries 
Prerequisite: Alchemy and one of the three specializations. 
Once per event, for each buy of this Skill you can modify an already existing potion, adding to 
it more resources, normally not requested for the potion itself (Focus, auxilia, minerals and the 
like). The result will be a non-replicable potion, whose effect will be dependent on the starting 
potion, on the used resources, and from the scenicity of the realization (judged by the PNG/Staff 
that have to be there) 

Herbologist (3) 
Academy: Healers, Apothecaries 
Prerequisite: Herbalism 
You can use Extracts. See Herbalism chapter 

Subdue (5) 
Academy: Explorers 
Prerequisites: One-handed weapons, teaching 
If you hit a target from behind, with a weapon between 25 and 45 cm of length, you can 
use the BATTLE STUN Command, provided that the other weapon is empty (not wielding or 
transporting anything). You cannot use this Skill if the target wears an helmet of any sort. 

Superior Intensified Thaumaturgy (3/3/3/3/3) 
Academy: Healers 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy 
Gives you 1 more daily Sigil for Thaumaturgy. 

Expert Thaumaturgist (3) 
Academy: Healers 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy, teaching 
Brings the casting time of the Healing contact spell 0.  This does not apply if the spell is cast in 
other ways (Gift of the Essence, or Bonded Thaumaturgist) 

Bonded Thaumaturgist (3) 
Academy: Healers 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy, Channeler, teaching 
You can cast the Healing spell on a target using their Sigil (of Magic or Prayer- Second Circle or 
Thaumaturgy). The target has to agree Out Game to this. You cannot use this Skill if your target 
wears armor of any kind. 
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Fortitude (4) 
Academy: Apothecaries, Healers 
Prerequisite: teaching 
You can declare NO EFFECT to the DECAY and BATTLE DECAY Commands. 

Ritual Weaver (2) 
Academy: Mages, Priests. 
Prerequisites: Ritualism, Magic Sense 
You can take a Ritualist’s place while a Ritual is ongoing. The exchange has to be clear to the 
PNG/Staff that are evaluating the Ritual 

Essence Bringer (3) 
Academy: Fulcrum 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy or the Communion of the Essences spell 
When casting the Life Bond or Communion of the Essences spells, you can remove the Stasis 
from an additional target per daily Sigil you possess of the same type and Circle of the one used 
for casting the spell (included the current one). 

7. SPELLS 7. SPELLS 

A Spell allows you to activate particular effects, both on friends and foes, using Sigils and 
formulas. The Skills that allow you to do so are Magic, Prayer and Thaumaturgy:  each of them 
has unique spells. When you create your character, you are limited to one ability that allows you 
to cast spells, and you will need the Mental Training Skill in order to learn another. In this Chapter 
you will find how to cast a Spell, properly using your Sigils, as well as the basic and the learnable, 
advanced Spells. 

7.1 Sigils 

Skills allowing you to cast Spells also give you a certain number of Sigils. Here are their rules. 

·  At the beginning of the event, during the Registration phase, you will be given all the Sigils you 
will need for all the days. The day of Time In and the day of Time Out will give you half of the 
daily Sigils. Keep your Sigils with care: if you lose them, you will not get other ones. 

·  Every spellcasting skill gives you a certain number of daily Sigils: you can use them until the end 
of the day (6 AM in the morning). After that, the Sigils for the past day are void, and you will 
have to use the ones of the following day. Sigils never carry over between days. 

·  Every Sigil has to be filled with your Out Game name, the type of skill for what it’s gonna be 
used, the event and the day of use. Fill your Sigils as soon as you receive them: they may be 
asked during a referee check. 

·  Sigils are personal, you cannot give them to another player, they cannot be stolen from you. 
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  7.2 Spell Formula 

The formulas of your spells are up to you to decide. You will have to say the formula when casting 
said spell. 

·  In order to be valid, a formula has to have at least 15 words, spoken clearly. 

·  The formula of a ranged spell has to be pronounced in a way that allows the targets to hear it. 
Use a very loud voice in battle, a normal voice in smaller fights, use a low voice ONLY in stealth 
situations (but your target has to be able to hear the spell anyway). Formulas of other spell 
types has to be heard from people in your vicinity (follow the same rules) 

·  We recommend you carefully chose the words for your formulas: don’t be ridiculous, don’t 
be vulgar: you are just spoiling the atmosphere for everyone. Staff and PNG may ask an 
inappropriate formula to be changed. 

7.3 Spell Casting 

In order to cast a spell, ALWAYS start grabbing your Sigil (that you have filled) with both hands. 
Use the appropriate Sigil for the spell you want to cast (appropriate type and Circle). There are 
four types of spellcasting: 

·  Ranged Spellcasting: Pronounce the formula, keeping the Sigil above your head. Grab your 
target’s attention, then break the Sigil in a way that your opponent can see it, and finally state 
the Command. 

·  Contact Spellcasting: Pronounce the formula, and then perform a small rite of 1 minute on the 
target. When the rite finished, break the Sigil. 

·  Spell with Counter: Pronounce the formula, keeping the Sigil above your head. Break it as soon 
as the formula finishes. Then, raise a hand above your head, signaling clearly with your fingers 
the number of charges available (varies depending on the single spell). When using one of the 
charges, lower the counter until you exhaust it. 

·  Continued Spellcasting Pronounce the formula, keeping the Sigil above your head. Break it as 
soon as the formula finishes. Keep pronouncing the formula, and keep doing so as long as you 
want to keep your Spell active or until it wears off, depending on the single case. 

7.4 Specifications about spellcasting 

Ranged Spellcasting 
·  The target of the Command has to be at maximum 10 meters. 

·  Break the Sigil and state the Command only after grabbing your opponent’s attention. In this 
way you will not “waste” your spells. Be always very clear, and help your target identify itself as 
such. Use direct references, such as “You with the blue shield!” 

Contact Spellcasting 
·  You can cast those spells on yourself. 

·  During the 1-minute rite, always stay next to the target (1 meter). Failure to do so will result in 
the spell’s failure. 

·  The 1-minute rite can be used to explain to your target the rules of the spell you are casting: 
use this opportunity! 
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·  If the spell involves the giving or the Sigil, or annotations about date and time: 

o   Write on the Sigil the name of the spell 

o   The targets may benefit from only one of such spells at a time: if a second Contact spell is 
cast on them, it will ‘overwrite’ the first. (with consequent breaking of the Sigil) 

o   Once cast, the spell is ready to go until the end of the day (6 AM), unless otherwise 
stated. If the activation happens on a determined condition, the breaking of the Sigil will 
terminate any other effect. 

Spell with Counter 
·  For each spell, you will find in brackets the number of charges it contains. This number may rise, 

but may never go above 5. 

·  While having an active counter, you cannot use other spells. However, you can choose to 
terminate the charges whenever you like. 

·  If the counter allows you to use a Command coupled with a weapon hit, remember that it 
connects only if the hit scores (unless otherwise stated). You will have to use one charge for each 
hit that lands or gets parried (no charges used for a missed shot) 

·  Being hit by a weapon has no effect on the counter. 

·  Targets of the counter’s Command have to be at 10 meters maximum. 

·  Faking an active counter is a non-legit move that will bring a sanction. 

Continued Spellcasting 
·  Until you finish the first formula and break the Sigil, the spell’s effects are not usable. 

·  You cannot cast other spells while using a Continued Spellcasting. 

·  If the counter allows you to use a Command coupled with a weapon hit, remember that it 
connects only if the hit scores (unless otherwise stated). The spell stops if the shot lands or is 
parried. If the hit misses, you can continue to keep the spell active, keeping pronouncing the 
formula. 

·  After you finish the first formula, being hit by a weapon does not stop the spell. 

·  For each spell, you will see a phrase stating its casting conditions. Said conditions have to be 
respected, in addition to the continued phrasing of the formula, from the beginning of the 
spellcasting (before breaking the Sigil) and for all its duration. 

·  Being targeted by a Command stops this kind of spell only if it forces you to stop saying the 
formula or respecting the conditions. 

·  This kind of Spell is stopped if determined conditions (stated in the spell’s descriptions) are 
verified. 

·  Faking a spell of this kind is a non-legit move that will bring a sanction. 

All types of spellcasting 
·  When you break the Sigil, be it for offensive or defensive purposes, always be sure that your 

opponent sees the breaking. 
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   ·  It is mandatory to keep the used sigils, for eventual referee checks. Also the contact spells 
follow this rule: be sure to tell the target to keep the used Sigil you will give him. 

·  A few spells have the ‘special’ category: they do follow their own rules (stated in the spell’s 
description) . 

·  If you suffer damage during the casting of a spell you don’t have to break the Sigil. However, 
you will have to restart the casting from zero (if you are still alive, that is) 

·  If you are targeted by a Command while casting a spell, that does not necessarily stop you from 
casting. This depends on the Command: EXHAUSTION, FEAR, PAIN or SILENCE do interrupt 
the casting, CALLING, CONFUSE, INERTIA or REPEL do not. 

·  Unless you have the appropriate Skill, wearing armor of any kind prevents you from casting 
Spells, or keeping them active. You can wear armor as part of your costume and cast only if you 
don’t have skills that allow you to earn PA. 

·  When casting a spell (unless otherwise stated), you have to keep your hands empty, save 
for the Sigil. (you cannot have multiple Sigils in hand) You have to keep your hands that way 
from the beginning to the end of the spellcasting process. Wielding a shield or buckler in your 
hand immediately stops the casting.  The only exception is that IF you wield a two-handed 
weapon, keep it with one hand (helping with the other for the breaking of the Sigil). During the 
spellcasting process, keep the two-handed weapon as close to your body as possible, in order 
to avoid intercepting enemy blows (even if they hit the weapon in this situation, they will be 
considered hitting you). 

·  If an effect triggers at a specific moment (such as, at the first suffered Command, or at the first 
scored hit), you have to use it: you cannot keep it. 

·  Using continued or contact spells, combined with other effects (abilities, potions, extracts, 
runes), you may benefit from more than one at the same time (at the first landed hit, or suffered 
Command). In this case, choose one of the effects that will activate, but consume them all. (So, 
break all the Sigils or Glyphs) 

7.5 Basic Spells 

Here you will find all the spells available from the start, provided you have the corresponding 
Skill. (Magic, Prayer or Thaumaturgy). 

Magic – First Circle  

Magic Armor 
Casting type: Counter (3) 
Description: Each counter charge counts as 1 Armor Point. The caster lowers one charge each 
time he suffers a hit. 

Confusion 
Casting type: Ranged 
Description: Target suffers the CONFUSE Command. 
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Infuse Magic 
Casting type: Continued (grab a one or two-handed weapon) 
Description: declare BATTLE RUNIC at the first hit with the weapon. 

Charme 
Casting type: Contact (special) 
Description: The spell has to be cast on an item small enough to be held in one hand. Do 
not break the Sigil at the end of the formula. Instead, write on it date and time, as well as a 
small description of the enchanted item (example: ‘coin’). Even better, add some details to the 
description, in order to avoid misunderstanding (example: ‘triangular gold coin’). It is not possible 
to enchant grouped items (like a sack of coins). From the moment this spell is cast, the caster 
cannot cast any other spell, and the item has to be kept in contact, otherwise the spell is lost and 
the Sigil has to be broken. When targets of the spell takes the item, break the Sigil and declare 
‘CHARME for 10 Minutes’. The item has to pass from the caster’s hands to the target’s: you 
cannot throw the item, or hide it in the target’s pockets.  
Please note: if the targets are able to use the DISPEL Command, or use the Counterspell or the 
Superior Counterspell abilities, they cannot do so after receiving the item and triggering the spell. 
Please note 2: this spell does not count in the maximum limit of 1 contact spell per target. 

Fear 
Casting type: Ranged 
Description: Targets suffer the FEAR Command. 

Repairs 
Casting type: Contact (special) 
Description: Makes a shield targeted by the CRUSH (with any Descriptors) Command usable 
again. Alternatively,  heals 2 Structure Points of a siege weapon. If used for repairing a shield, the 
casting time is instantaneous instead of 1 minute. 

Magic - Second Circle 
Force Field 
Casting type: Contact(special) 
Description: When thencast is complete, don’t break the Sigil: instead, give it to the targets. They 
have to break it and declare NO EFFECT to the first BATTLE Command they suffer. The breaking 
of the Sigil has to be clearly seen from the user of the BATTLE Command. 
Please note: The casters may cast this spell on themselves. In this case, write on the Sigil date and 
time of the casting. 

Dispel Magic 
Casting type: Ranged 
Description: Allows you to use the DISPEL Command. It is up to the caster to grab the attention 
of the targets of the dispelled Command to inform him that it has no effect. 
Please note: No formula is necessary for this spell. Break the Sigil and declare the Command. 
However,  you cannot cast it if you are under the SILENCE Command. 
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Sleep 
Casting type: ranged  
Description: Targets suffer the SLEEP Command. 

Prayer - first Circle 

Infuse Blessing  
Casting type: Continued (grab a one or two-handed weapon) 
Description: declare BATTLE BLESS at the first hit with the weapon. 

Holy Protection  
Casting type: Continued (wield the Sigil with both hands, hold it high above your head) 
Description: Since the Sigil is broken after the first formula, and as long as the casters keeps the 
two extremities as stated in the conditions, they cannot suffer damage from non-siege weapons. 
They cannot run for the whole duration of the spell. Casters are normally affected from any type 
of Command, and don’t suffer damage from hits coupled with those Command. Exceptions are 
the BLESS and RUNIC Commands, that inflict 1 damage and end the spell. 

Calling 
Casting type: Ranged  
Description: Targets suffer the CALLING Command. 

Repel  
Casting type: ranged  
Description: targets suffer the REPEL Command. 

Holy Succor  
Casting type: contact 
Description: allows you to use a white wrap on the target. 

Decaying Touch 
Casting type: Continued (wield a one or two-handed weapon) 
Description: declare BATTLE DECAY at the first scored hit with the weapon. 

Prayer - Second Circle 

Dispel Magic 
Casting type: Ranged 
Description: Allows you to use the DISPEL Command. It is up to the caster to grab the attention 
of the targets of the dispelled Command to inform him that it has no effect. 
Please note: No formula is necessary for this spell. Break the Sigil and declare the Command. 
However,  you cannot cast it if you are under the SILENCE Command. 
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Paralysis 
Casting type: Ranged  
Description: Targets suffer the PARALYZE Command. 

Holy Will 
Casting type: Contact(special) 
Description: When the cast is complete, don’t break the Sigil: instead, give it to the targets. They 
have to break it and declare NO EFFECT to the first Command they suffer, if it has no POISON, 
BATTLE, MAKER’S or MASS descriptors. The breaking of the Sigil has to be clearly seen from 
the user of the Command. 
Please note: The casters may cast this spell on themselves. In this case, write on the Sigil date 
and time of the casting. 

Thaumaturgy 

Healing 
Casting type: contact  
Description: allows you to apply a green wrap on the target. 

Freedom of the Essence  
Casting type: ranged  
Description: allows you to use the DISPEL Command on a target under the effect of one or 
more ENRAGE, PARALYZE, PAIN or SLEEP 

Life Bond 
Casting type: contact  
Description: targets come back to life, with all of their Total Points restored. The target has to be 
dead (its coma period ended) from no more than 10 minutes (before it goes to the Fulcrum Out 
Game). This spell also removes the Stasis from its targets (regardless if they are alive or dead) 

7.6 Advanced Spells  

Following are the additional Spells that can be learnt in the game. Some specifications: 

• Prerequisites and Circle of spells: for each spell are listed the learning requisites, and in 
brackets the Seniority Points cost. The Prerequisite also states the Circle of the spell as well as 
the relative Sigil to be used. 

• Same spell in different Academies: The Citadel offers more possibilities to learn a new 
spell: depending on the type listed as Prerequisite (Magic, Prayer or Thaumaturgy), go to the 
corresponding Academy (Mages, Priests or Healers). The Communion of the Essences and 
Protection of the Essence can be learnt only from the Order of The Twilight (see Fulcrum for 
further details) 
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• Different abilities for casting: when learning a new spell, that can be cast with more than one 
casting abilities  (any combination of Magic,  Prayer or  Thaumaturgy), you will need to specify 
for what ability you are learning the spell. The Sigils that you will have to use will be the ones of 
that ability. 

Divine help (3) 
Prerequisite: Prayer - second Circle. 
Casting type: contact.  
Description: Allows you to apply a red wrap on the target. 

Analyze matrix (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Thaumaturgy, teaching. 
Casting type: contact  
Description: targets of this spell have to reveal (confidentially and Out Game, only to the user), all 
of the active effects (both positive and negative). This includes spells, potions, enchanted items, 
powers, statuses, effects given by the Nexus (like the Sleeper status), by the Fulcrum (Stasis or 
Gifts of the Three Sisters), or from the Game Masters. As the Caster, it is your duty to explain it to 
your targets during the 1 minute rite. 

Aura of Decay (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle or Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (3) 
Description: targets suffer the DECAY Command. 

Aura of Dispersion (4) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle or Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (3) 
Description: targets suffer the DISPEL Command 
Please note: to cast this Spell, an additional First Circle Sigil is required. 

Aura of Fear (3) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle or Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (3) 
Description: targets suffer the FEAR Command 

Aura of Calling (3) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle or Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (3) 
Description: targets suffer the CALLING Command 

Defensive Bastion (3) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle or Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (5) 
Description: targets suffer the REPEL Command.  
Please note: This spell has to be cast inside your own fortifications, and cease immediately if you 
leave them. 
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Song of Vengeance (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer- first Circle 
Casting type: continued (wield a one or two-handed weapon) 
Description:  Declare RETRIBUTION at the first Command without descriptors that you take. 

Communion of the Essences (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle or Prayer - second Circle,  
Casting type: Contact 
Description: This spell has two uses, that vary if the targets is alive or dead: 

Alive: removes the Stasis from the targets 

Dead: The targets has to be dead for more than a day, and have not to be in coma. Targets 
can open their eyes and talk, but they cannot move in any way. They are not forced to react 
to the spell, they are not forced to tell the truth, and can still distinguish friends from foes. 
The effect lasts as long as the caster mantains physical contact with the targets, of if they 
decide to stop it. 

Please note: As the Caster, it is your duty to explain the rules of the spell to your targets during the 
1 minute rite. 

Pain (3) 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy 
Casting type: ranged  
Description: Targets suffer the PAIN Command. 

Destruction (4) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: continued (wield a two-handed weapon) 
Descriptions: declare BATTLE CRUSH at the first hit with the weapon. 

Exhaustion (3) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle, teaching. 
Casting type: ranged 
Description: Targets suffer the EXHAUSTION Command 

Divine Wrath (3) 
Prerequisite: Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (3) 
Description: Allows you to declare BATTLE STRIKE DOWN landing a hit with a weapon 

Enrage (3) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: ranged 
Description: Targets suffer the ENRAGE Command 

Inertia (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle. 
Casting type: ranged 
Description: Targets suffer the INERTIA Command 
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   Layers Infusion (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle. 
Casting type: ranged 
Description: This spell mitigates (or directly negates) those situations that may result in Layers’ 
loss during a ritual, like a wrong word, a candle going off at the wrong moment, an arrow hitting 
a Channeler, and so on. If the spell is cast exactly at the accident’s moment, it’s better. Multiple 
casters may try to cast it simultaneously, in order to try fixing a serious mistake. 

Blade of the Wind (3) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: counter (3) 
Description: Allows you to declare BATTLE THROUGH landing a hit with a weapon. 

Light (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle, teaching. 
Casting type: contact(special) 
Description: this Spell allows you to use, In Game, an Out Game light source. Before learning 
the spell, the Staff has to approve said light source, because its aesthetics is a fundamental 
prerequisite in order to use it successfully. The item has to be scenic and synched with the lore. 
Moreover, the light has to be feeble and not harmful (it is not possible to use it in an offensive 
way, like pointing it at the eyes of the opponents). In order to cast this spell, pronounce the 
formula and write on the Sigil date and time of the ignition: the light can then be used at will for 
the whole event. If you suffer the NEGATION Command while carrying this light, you have to turn 
off your magic light for the duration of the COMMAND (even if the light is used by someone else). 
Casters may have only one light active, and have to stay in a 10 meters radius from it, or the light 
will have to be switched off. 

Please Note: This spell does not count in the limit of contact spells per target. 

Oblivion (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle 
Casting type: contact  
Description: This spell may be cast only on targets in coma (0 PV). They will forget completely all 
the events that led to his fall. This includes any details that may lead to an identification of his 
attackers. They will not forget where they were attacked, but will retain no memory about their 
attackers, which weapons they wielded, how many they were, what they said, ecc. 
Please note: As the Caster, it is your duty to explain the rules of the spell to your targets during the 
1 minute rite. 

Hour of Judgement (4) 
Prerequisite: Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: contact 
Description: Casters acquire the Dual Wield, One-handed weapons, Two-handed weapons, Light 
armors, Heavy armors, Simulated armors, Constitution, Superior Constitution, and Shield for 1 
hour. Limitations about spellcasting while wearing armor still remain. The Sigil has to be broken at 
the time of the cast, and has to have date and time written on it. 
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Life Drain (2) 
Prayer - First Circle, or Thaumaturgy,  teaching. 
Casting type: contact 
Description: Targets in coma (0 PV) suffer the BANISH Command. 

Protection of the Essence (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle. 
Casting type: contact (special) 
Description: When the spell is cast, casters do not break the Sigil, but give it to the targets that 
cannot be in Stasis when they come back to life at the Fulcrum. The spell does not remove pre-
existent. Stasis  
Please note: The casters may cast this spell on themselves. In this case, write on the Sigil date and 
time of the casting. 

Protection from Poison (2) 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy 
Casing type: contact 
Description: When then cast is complete, don’t break the Sigil: instead, give it to the targets. They 
have to break it and declare NO EFFECT to the first POISON Command they suffer. The breaking 
of the Sigil has to be clearly seen from the user of the POISON Command. 
Please note: The casters may cast this spell on themselves. In this case, write on the Sigil date and 
time of the casting. 

Purify (2) 
Prerequisite: Thaumaturgy 
Casing type: contact 
Description: Removes all the POISON Commands from targets. 

Raise Undead (4) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle or Thaumaturgy, teaching. 
Casting type: contact 
Description: This spell may be cast only on targets that are in coma (0 PV). They have to act as 
follows: 

• They have 4 PV, regardless of any Skill or worn armor; 

• They cannot earn PV in any way; 

• They are without any abilities, and they cannot run, talk or express themselves in any 
way; 

• They can comprehend only simple orders, such as ‘attack’, ‘defend me’ , ‘go ahead’, ‘fall 
back’, ‘follow me’, ecc; 

Targets of the spell suffer the Banish Command when the spell ends. This happens if they go to 0 
PV, or at the 10 minute mark from the spellcasting. 
Please note: As the Caster, it is your duty to explain the rules of the spell to your targets during 
the 1 minute rite. 
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Silence (2) 
Prerequisite: Magic - first Circle or Prayer - First Circle,  
Casting type: ranged 
Description: Targets suffer the SILENCE Command. 

Magic Shield (4) 
Prerequisite: Magic - second Circle, teaching. 
Casting type: Contact(special) 
Description: When the cast is complete, don’t break the Sigil: instead, give it to the targets. They 
have to break it and declare REFLECT to the first Command they suffer, if it has no POISON, 
BATTLE, MAKER’S or MASS descriptors. The breaking of the Sigil has to be clearly seen from the 
user of the Command. 
Please note: The casters may cast this spell on themselves. In this case, write on the Sigil date and 
time of the casting. 

Final Verdict (4) 
Prerequisite: Prayer - second Circle, teaching 
Casting type: continued (wield a two-handed weapon) 
Descriptions: declare BATTLE MORTAL at the first hit with the weapon.
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